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Abstract—Nowadays, every device connected to the Internet
generates an ever-growing stream of data (formally, unbounded).
Machine Learning on unbounded data streams is a grand
challenge due to its resource constraints. In fact, standard
machine learning techniques are not able to deal with data whose
statistics is subject to gradual or sudden changes without any
warning. Massive Online Analysis (MOA) is the collective name,
as well as a software library, for new learners that are able
to manage data streams. In this paper, we present a research
study on streaming rebalancing. Indeed, data streams can be
imbalanced as static data, but there is not a method to rebalance
them incrementally, one element at a time. For this reason
we propose a new streaming approach able to rebalance data
streams online. Our new methodology is evaluated against some
synthetically generated datasets using prequential evaluation in
order to demonstrate that it outperforms the existing approaches.
Index Terms—evolving data stream, streaming, concept drift,
moa, rebalancing
I. INTRODUCTION
In the last few years, many machine learning techniques
have been developed in order to classify data, such as decision
tree, artificial neural network or support vector machine. They
all work with the entire training set available and in most of
cases it has to be saved in main memory. However, nowadays,
every device connected to the Internet generates an ever grow-
ing stream of data (formally unbounded). Machine Learning on
unbounded data streams is a grand challenge. In fact, standard
techniques are not able to continuously incorporate new data.
Consider, for example, a system predicting future free parking
places in a silo based on the actual number of free parking
places and on the number of people in the near square. Some
Internet of Thing (IOT) sensors, every few seconds, register
a new sample and send it right to a server. At server side,
there must be an algorithm able to train a model with only a
single sample at a time. Moreover, the statistics of such data
are subject to gradual or sudden changes without any warning.
This phenomena is known as concept drift [1] and requires an
algorithm that can adjust quickly to hanging conditions [2].
Massive Online Analysis (MOA) is a library that contains new
learners that are able to manage concept drift1.
Concept drift is also related to the imbalancement of the
data stream. In a static approach, working with an imbalanced
1https://moa.cms.waikato.ac.nz/
dataset can worsen the prediction performances. To resolve the
problem, there are some techniques able to rebalance a dataset
before using it to train a model. In an adaptive approach, there
is not a technique able to do it without having the entire dataset
available. In this study, we propose REBALANCESTREAM,
a novel method able to rebalance data streams one element
at a time. We also show that it outperforms state of the
art evaluating it against some synthetically generated datasets
using prequential evaluation.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In
Section 2, we present some existing techniques on top of
which we build our contribution. In Section 3, we motivate and
describe the method proposed. Section 4 describes the datasets
used in our experiments and shows the evaluation results.
Section 5 discusses the conclusions we reached based on these
experiments and outlines directions for future research.
II. RELATED WORK
There are some new techniques able to work with data
streams. The VFDT algorithm of Domingos and Hulten [3]
builds incrementally a decision tree, using a small subset
of examples to determine which attribute to use to split at
a given node. They employ Hoeffding bounds to show that
the resulting tree can be made arbitrarily similar to one that
would be built having all the data at hand. Another approach
is called CVFDT and is presented in [4]. It works by keeping
its model consistent with respect to a sliding window of data
from the data stream, and creating and replacing alternate
decision subtrees when it detects that the distribution of data
is changing at a node. The drawback is that it does not
automatically detect the optimal window size like ADWIN
does. Bifet and Gavalda´ [2] develop other approaches based
on VFDT algorithm, such as HWT-ADWIN and HAT that use
ADWIN [5] as a change detector. It keeps a variable-length
window of recently seen items and it is able to automatically
detect and adapt its window to the current rate of change.
A user of ADWIN has only to decide how to measure error
(e.g., using accuracy). ADWIN, in (1), uses a threshold called
delta in order to automatically configure the error with two
levels, named warning and change level. The warning level is
identified using delta×10, while the change level is identified
using delta. Since delta appears to the denominator, using
delta×10 will produce a lower value than using delta. So the
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warning level will occur before the change one. n is the width
of the window in that moment. ADWIN monitors the error over
the data in the window. If the error becomes greater than a
warning level, ADWIN assumes that a concept drift starts to
occur and it starts collecting new samples in a new window,
too. If the error becomes greater than the change level, ADWIN
assumes that a concept occurred and it substitutes the old
window with the new one.
levelError = ln(
2× lnn
delta
) (1)
HWT-ADWIN is a new Hoeffding Window Tree, while HAT
evolves from HWT and replaces, at each node, the original
counter with an ADWIN instance. ADWIN instances are also
change detectors, so they notice when a change in the statistics
at that node is detected, which can also be a possible concept
change. Gomes et al. [6] propose a technique called Adaptive
Random Forest (ARF). It is the adaptation of Random Forest
(RF) algorithm [7] to work with streaming data. RF combines
multiple hypothesis from multiple decision trees in order to
form a final better one. It grows a lot of decision trees at
training time and gives in output the most popular class. To
avoid overfitting, the idea is to combine bootstrap aggregating
and feature bagging together. Bootstrap aggregating repeatedly
selects a random sample with replacement of the training set
b times and grows trees with these new samples, i.e. one tree
for each sample. Feature bagging uses a random subset of the
features to make the split on each tree. ARF uses the Online
Bagging procedure instead of Bootstrap aggregating. Online
Bagging sends k copies of each new examples to update
each model, where k is a suitable Poisson random variable.
Moreover ARF also uses ADWIN to detect warnings and create
background trees that are trained along the ensemble without
influencing the ensemble predictions. If a drift is detected from
the tree originating the warning signal, the original tree is then
replaced by its respective background tree. Finally, we would
like to mention SWT [8] by Biffet et al. This is an algorithm
that uses a meta strategy to build meta instances by increasing
the original input attributes adding attributes with the values
of the most recent class labels from previous samples.
All these adaptive methods use the prequential evaluation
approach [9] in order to test their models. Instead of using
a static batch of data to test the model (testing set), this
approach firstly tests the model with the new incoming sample
and then uses it to train the model. In this way, the model is
always tested on data it has never seen before. This approach
is introduced due to the lack of a static batch to use as testing
set. For every new sample, after prequential evaluation, the
performance result is saved in a confusion matrix that will be
used to compute the K-statistic score.
K-statistic [9] is a new performance metric able to take the
stream evolution into account. It states if a method is a good
classifier, respect to a chance classifier (roughly speaking, a
random guesser), for the phenomena that it is trying to predict.
Equation (2) shows how to calculate it. The quantity p0 is the
classifiers prequential accuracy while pc is the probability that
a chance classifier, the one that assigns the same number of
examples to each class as the classifier under consideration,
makes a correct prediction. If the classifier is always correct
then k = 1. If its predictions are correct as often as those of
a chance classifier then k = 0.
k =
(p0 − pc)
(1− pc) (2)
Regarding the imbalancement problem, it may be consid-
ered a serious problem for model learning: in fact, a learner
can analyze the data and cleverly decide that the best thing to
do is to always predict the majority class without performing
any analysis of the features. In the static settings there are
two approaches to rebalance a dataset: under-sampling the
majority class removing random records or oversampling the
minority class replicating random existing records. One of the
most powerful techniques is SMOTE [10]. It over-samples the
minority class at a certain percentage by creating synthetic
samples. For each minority class sample, SMOTE finds its
k nearest neighbours from the minority class samples, it
randomly chooses one from them and uses it to create synthetic
samples.
Since data streams can evolve over time, the number of
samples for each class may also change. It may be that
the majority of samples always have the same label. So
streams can be imbalanced, too. The techniques previously
described and also all the other existing ones work with a
static batch. In fact they must know the number of elements
in the majority and minority class in order to set a percentage
of rebalancement. In case of evolving batch, this is impossible
to know. Data arrive continuously and they are unbounded, too.
III. PROPOSED METHOD
It is well known [10] that models using a balanced static
batch can have higher performances respect to those that use
an imbalanced dataset. It can be interesting to know if this
aspect is valid for streaming methods, too. Our proposal is a
meta strategy, as SWT, called REBALANCESTREAM able to
rebalance a stream and train a model with it. It is represented
as pseudo-code in Alg. 1. The full code is available online on
a GitHub repository2.
The general idea of REBALANCESTREAM is to use ADWIN,
as ARF does, in order to detect when there is a concept drift in
the stream and be able to adapt the model under construction.
When this happens, the aim is to use SMOTE to rebalance the
data arrived up to that point and to use the rebalanced data to
train other models. The best trained model is chosen in order
to continue the execution. More specifically, before the first
sample arrives, the proposed method initializes the four models
used (lines 2-5). All of them use a SWT classifier with ARF
as base learner. For each new sample trainInst that arrives,
the algorithm does the prequential evaluation, it updates the
confusionMatrix and the ADWIN estimator. Then, it trains the
model called learner and it saves trainInst in a batch (lines
2https://github.com/alessiobernardo/RebalanceDataStream
7-11). When ADWIN detects a warning, the algorithm starts
collecting trainInst also in a new batch called resetBatch (lines
15-16). If trainInst is the nth instance or its multiple, it uses the
actual state of the confusionMatrix to calculate the prequential
evaluation k-statistic and it saves it in the kp list (line 18-21).
When ADWIN detects a change, it uses the confusionMatrix
to calculate the kStatLearner and it trains three other models:
• LearnerBal: it applies SMOTE on the batch and the
method uses it to train the learnerBal model, in the same
way as before. It returns the kStatBal. The pseudocode is
shown in Alg. 2.
• LearnerReset: it uses the resetBatch to train the learn-
erReset model. It returns the kStatReset. The pseudocode
is shown in Alg. 3.
• LearnerResetBal: it applies SMOTE on the resetBatch and
the method uses it to train the learnerResetBal model. It
returns the kStatResetBal. The pseudocode is shown in
Alg. 4.
Finally, Alg. 1 at line 27 chooses the highest k-statistic value
among the four k-statistics previously calculated and finds the
associated model. It swaps the model called learner with the
best model found before and the confusionMatrix with the one
corresponding to the model found (lines 28-29). At the end,
it resets all the other models and data structures (lines 30-
31). The model called learner and the confusionMatrix will
be used to continue with the new samples.
The proposed algorithm is compared to its base version,
called BASE, shown in Alg. 5. Also in this case, the model
called learner uses a SWT classifier with ARF as base learner.
For each new sample trainInst that arrives, the BASE algorithm
does the prequential evaluation and updates the confusion-
Matrix. Then, it trains the learner (lines 4-6). If trainInst
is the nth instance or its multiple, it uses the actual state of
the confusionMatrix to calculate the prequential evaluation k-
statistic and it saves it in the kp list (line 7-10). When all the
trainInst samples are over, it returns the kp list.
We propose another approach called REBALANCES-
TREAM+, too. We run in parallel the REBALANCESTREAM
and BASE algorithm. When the dataset imbalance level is high,
and the REBALANCESTREAM results are worse than the BASE
ones, we use the BASE algorithm results. In this way, we create
a set of results shown in the next section.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The datasets used in the experiments are a synthetically
generated through a RandomRBFGeneratorDrift in MOA3. We
generate five different datasets. Each of them uses a different
seed value. The values used are 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7. Moreover,
each dataset is composed by 100,000 samples and uses fifty
centroids, a speed change of 0.0000001, ten attributes and
two classes. In order to change the imbalancement level, the
class ratio is randomly chosen from values between (0.6;0.4)
and (0.9;0.1) and it is changed every some random numbers
of rows. The number of rows among changes are randomly
3https://moa.cms.waikato.ac.nz/
Algorithm 1: REBALANCESTREAM algorithm pseu-
docode
1 Function run(train):
2 Initialize learner;
3 Initialize learnerBal;
4 Initialize learnerReset;
5 Initialize learnerResetBal;
6 foreach trainInst ∈ train do
7 trainInst prequential evaluation;
8 Update the confusionMatrix;
9 Update ADWIN;
10 Train learner with trainInst;
11 Add trainInst to batch;
12 if ADWIN detects a warning then
13 w ← true;
14 end
15 if w == true then
16 Add trainInst to resetBatch;
17 end
18 if trainInst is the nth instance or its multiple
then
19 kStat← k-statistics confusionMatrix;
20 Add kStat to kp;
21 end
22 if ADWIN detects a change then
23 kStatLearner ← k-statistics
confusionMatrix;
24 kStatBal← trainLearnerBal(batch);
25 kStatReset←
trainLearnerReset(resetBatch);
26 kStatResetBal←
trainLearnerResetBal(resetBatch);
27 max← max between all kStat;
28 learner ← model having max;
29 confusionMatrix← confusionMatrix of
model having max;
30 Reset other models, batch and resetBatch;
31 w ← false;
32 end
33 end
34 return kp;
35 End Function
sampled from a Gaussian model with a certain mean µ and
variance σ2. In order to do some tests, we use different
combinations of µ and σ2. The µ values used are 20,000,
22,500, 25,000, 27,500 and 30,000. The σ2 values used are 50,
100, 200 and 400. For these experiments, we used n = 2000
at line 18 of Alg. 1 and at line 7 of Alg. 5. The green line
in Fig. 1, as well as all those in the small figures in Tab. I,
illustrates the imbalancement level and the way it changes
during an experiment. In particular, Tab. I allows seeing how
the lines are longer (a given imbalancement level last longer)
when the mean µ is larger.
Fig. 1. Line chart that compares BASE, REBALANCESTREAM and REBALANCESTREAM+ algorithms with mean = 20000 and variance = 50.
Algorithm 2: learnerBal training pseudocode
1 Function trainLearnerBal(batch):
2 Use SMOTE to rebalance batch
3 foreach inst ∈ batch do
4 Do prequential evaluation with inst on
learnerBal
5 Update the confusionMatrixBal
6 Train learnerBal with inst
7 end
8 kStatBal← k-statistics confusionMatrixBal
9 return kStatBal
10 End Function
Algorithm 3: learnerReset training pseudocode
1 Function trainLearnerReset(resetBatch):
2 foreach inst ∈ resetBatch do
3 Do prequential evaluation with inst on
learnerReset
4 Update the confusionMatrixReset
5 Train learnerReset with inst
6 end
7 kStatReset← k-statistics confusionMatrixReset
8 return kStatReset
9 End Function
After the execution of BASE, REBALANCESTREAM and
REBALANCESTREAM+ algorithms, we have five sets of results
for each method. In order to aggregate and plot them, we make
”vertical” summaries for each algorithm. For all the elements
in the time-series of the results of each algorithm, we make
the mean among the i values of sets s1, s2, s3, s4 and s5 and
we find the minimum and maximum value. Finally, we have
three time-series for each algorithm: the mean of k-statistic
(namely, mean), the minimum values (namely, min) and the
maximum values (namely, max). These are shown in a line
Algorithm 4: learnerResetBal training pseudocode
1 Function trainLearnerResetBal(resetBatch):
2 Use SMOTE to rebalance resetBatch
3 foreach inst ∈ resetBatch do
4 Do prequential evaluation with inst on
learnerResetBal
5 Update the confusionMatrixResetBal
6 Train learnerResetBal with inst
7 end
8 kStatResetBal← k-statistics
confusionMatrixReset
9 return kStatResetBal
10 End Function
Algorithm 5: BASE algorithm pseudocode
1 Function run(train):
2 Initialize learner;
3 foreach trainInst ∈ train do
4 trainInst prequential evaluation;
5 Update the confusionMatrix;
6 Train learner with trainInst;
7 if trainInst is the nth instance or its multiple
then
8 kStat← k-statistics confusionMatrix;
9 Add kStat to kp;
10 end
11 end
12 return kp;
13 End Function
chart with error bars in Fig. 1 as well as in all the small figures
in Tab. I.
Fig. 1 shows the line chart having µ = 20000 and σ2 = 50.
The red line represents BASE algorithm results, the black one
represents REBALANCESTREAM algorithm results, while the
blue one represents REBALANCESTREAM+ algorithm results.
Moreover the green line represents the imbalance level of
the five datasets. Most of the time, both the blue and the
black lines are greater than the red one. It means that the
results of our novel algorithms outperform the results of BASE
algorithm. Nevertheless, there is a phenomenon to notice:
when the minority class is 10% of the entire data, only
the REBALANCESTREAM+ algorithm results are better than
the BASE ones, while the REBALANCESTREAM ones are
worse. In some datasets, the minimum value is very low
w.r.t. the mean value. The line charts of all the combinations
are organized in Tab. I in order to be easily compared. The
phenomenon previously described is visible in all the charts.
We also create a heatmap that allows to easily compare
the results from all the µ and σ2 combinations for a pair of
algorithms. On the columns there are all the µ values, while the
σ2 values are on the rows. In our case, we have two heatmaps:
one to compare REBALANCESTREAM and BASE algorithms
and the other one to compare REBALANCESTREAM+ and
BASE algorithms. Both heatmaps are created by starting from
two matrix of results. For every experiment, i.e., for each
combination of µ and σ2, we create two aggregated values
that sum up the overall result of the experiment, one for each
couple of algorithms. This value is meant to tell at a glace if
a method is better or worse than the other one. A single value
is calculated from the mean1 and mean2 sets of results of
the two algorithms to compare. For all their elements, we take
the i element from mean1 and mean2 and we calculate the
difference. At the end, we make the mean of all the differences
and we obtain a single value. If it is positive, it means that
the first algorithm is better than the second one, otherwise the
second algorithm is better than the first one. In the heatmap,
if the value is positive, it is shown in green.
Fig. 2 shows the heatmap that allows easily comparing
REBALANCESTREAM and BASE algorithms. All the µ and
σ2 combinations are green, even if, in some combinations,
the value is closer to zero in respect to the other ones (light
green). In general, it means that the mean of the differences is
positive and that the REBALANCESTREAM algorithm is better
than the BASE one.
V. CONCLUSIONS
We have presented two novel approaches able to rebalance
data streams one element at a time and we have evaluated them
against some synthetically generated datasets using prequential
evaluation. All the results empirically prove that, with pre-
quential evaluation results, rebalancing a data stream increases
the performances as in the case of static batches. Therefore,
the algorithms proposed show a valid approach to rebalance
an imbalance data stream.
The next step of this research is to understand the reasons
why the results get worse when the minority class level is
less than 10% of total data and to find a solution. In the
long term we will focus on evaluating REBALANCESTREAM
and REBALANCESTREAM+ algorithms against real-world data
streams, with a different number of attributes and classes.
Moreover, we will focus on comparing the methods proposed
in terms of computing time, too.
Fig. 2. Heatmap that compares REBALANCESTREAM algorithm with BASE
algorithm
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TABLE I
LINE CHARTS OF PREQUENTIAL EVALUATION RESULTS OF ALL THE COMBINATIONS BETWEEN µ AND σ2 . RED LINES REPRESENT BASE ALGORITHM,
BLACK LINES REPRESENT REBALANCESTREAM ALGORITHM, BLUE LINES REPRESENT REBALANCESTREAM+ ALGORITHM AND GREEN LINES
REPRESENT THE DATASET IMBALANCE LEVEL.
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